The chemotherapy of rodent malaria. LXIII. Drug combinations to impede the selection of drug resistance, part 6: the potential value of chlorproguanil and dapsone in combination, and with the addition of artesunate.
Resistance is readily produced in rodent malaria using the single-dose, '2%-relapse technique' (2%RT) against the individual compounds chlorproguanil (CPG), chlorcycloguanil (CCG), cycloguanil, dapsone (DDS) and artesunate (ASN). Using the '4-day test', a low level of synergism or a simple additional action between CPG and DDS was observed with multiple dosing of these two compounds in a combination. Resistance to a 1 : 3 combination of CPG-DDS was selected in each of three parasite lines: Plasmodium berghei NK65, P. yoelii ssp. NS and P. chabaudi AS. Of these lines, P. chabaudi AS was found to be the most sensitive to the 1 : 3 combination in the 2%RT (and was also previously found to be the most sensitive when the compounds were used individually). Plasmodium chabaudi AS was also the line found most sensitive to a 7 : 21 : 300 combination of CPG-DDS-ASN (CDA). In mice infected with P. chabaudi AS, compared with the use of the individual components, the CPG-DDS combination only a gave a modest level of protection (as indicated by the increase in the time required to select resistance in the 2%RT) but the triple CDA combination was totally effective over the duration of the experiment. New pharmacokinetic data to be reported elsewhere indicate, however, that the antimalarial action of CPG in mice is exerted by a mechanism that is not associated with the drug's conversion to the antifolate triazine, CCG. The question thus arises as to how, in the present model, the protective action of CDA was effected. The present results nevertheless reinforce the hypothesis that a CDA combination, appropriately proportioned for human use, should be of practical value, in protecting the individual components, when used for the treatment of multidrug-resistant P. falciparum, and possibly other Plasmodium species, in endemic areas. Clinical trials, both with a CPG-DDS combination (Lapdap) and CDA, are currently under way in tropical Africa. Further studies are now required to determine whether DDS, CPG or an as-yet unidentified metabolite of CPG interact with ASN, and whether a simple double combination of ASN with one or other of these would be as protective, against the selection of resistance, as CDA.